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Abstract

Monitoring resource utilization is an essential task in Utility Computing (UC). Typically, a UC manager with adaptors is used to orchestrate and collect the monitoring results. However, large IT systems, such as those in data centers, are required to monitor dynamic resources running in distributed platforms, thus demanding a complex UC manager structure. This paper introduces a novel approach that utilizes a platform specific Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) tool to dynamically weave a monitoring Web service into a running resource to enable communication with a UC manager exposed with standard monitoring Web service interfaces. This AOP-Web service approach provides a simple yet powerful and effective means for the dynamic monitoring of distributed resources running in heterogeneous platforms.

1. Introduction

Utility computing [1] promises to give IT department a means to provide optimized resources in an on-demand basis as business conditions change. This approach enables flexible utilization of IT resources at lower operating costs. However, if moving from a traditional computing model to Utility Computing requires building a whole new infrastructure, there will be few takers due to high implementation and deployment costs. Thus, one of the most important factors in deploying Utility Computing is the ability to incrementally add intelligent management functions to existing IT resources and connect them to a utility manager. However, the key problem lies in those existing resources running in distributed environment where source code may not be available for modification in order to introduce the necessary monitoring functions.

In this paper, we propose to treat the monitoring functions as additional concerns, and use Aspect-Oriented Programming tool [2, 3] to dynamically weave them into the applications at build time and/or dynamically at runtime. To address the issue of connecting to distributed resources, we introduce a standard monitoring web service interface to facilitate interoperability without concerning platform dependency. This approach also offers a novel technique to dynamically integrate and weave new services into existing applications to meet unforeseen post-deployment requirements.

2. Aspect-Oriented Web Services

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is a software engineering approach for separation of concerns, or the ability to specify, encapsulate, and manipulate only the parts of software which are relevant to a particular goal, concept or purpose [3, 4]. The techniques of AOP system design make it possible to modularize crosscutting concerns in an application. Two concerns crosscut if the methods related to those concerns intersect [5] different aspects of a system. General tool such as AspectJ [6] is well developed and readily available for Java at development time. For legacy applications where source code is not available, the same methodology can be applied, but at object code level. For Java, the object classes are intercepted, analyzed and decomposed before they are loaded into JVM, and appropriate non-invasive (without affecting the logic) constructs are then inserted by a dynamic aspect weaver to provide appropriate information to an external entity. The provided information usually consists of the values of variables at method entry and exit points. Examples of such Java byte-code tools are AspectWerkz [7] and HyperJ [8].

In a typical Utility Computing (UC) system, a UC manager relies on collected information from monitored resources, and takes appropriate actions based on business rules. Particularly, to monitor the state of a resource, one needs to observe the values of its parameters as well as the sequence of processes that the application has executed. Since the monitoring function of an application can be considered as a different concern, it can be developed as a separate aspect from the main application. Using an AOP tool, the monitoring functions can thus be introduced in development time, where source code is available.

Often, the use of AOP techniques to weave functions into an application is under the assumption that they are deployed on the same platform. For a virtual data center where resources may be distributed across multiple locations and run in different platforms, monitoring these heterogeneous systems requires a different and more flexible approach. We introduce an approach which dedicates the UC manager to expose a standard monitoring Web service interface, and assumes the weaving of the web service as an aspect crosscut in each of the monitored resources. Since Web services use HTTP, WSDL and XML messaging standards to provide connectivity and interoperability between diverse
components, functionality can be provided regardless of how and where the service is implemented.

Figure 1 illustrates a conceptual view of how existing resources in distributed client applications use AOP and web services to interact with the UC Manager for monitoring. Each client resource uses an AOP crosscut defined for its platform to weave a Web service to expose its resource parameters or operating results (e.g., average, max or min usage over a period of time) to the UC Manager. The resource data is typically embedded in the payload of the monitoring Web service request. Upon receiving the request, the UC manager will execute a corresponding service method to process the data.

public aspect Utilization {
    public static final long Device.FACTOR = 0.2;
    public static long Device.numberOfConnection = 0;
    // Define newConnection pointcut
    pointcut newConnection(Device d) : target(d) && call("device.connect(...))
    // Define after advice for newConnection
    after(Device d) : returning(newConnection(d)) {
        // Increment number of connections and calculate 'utilFactor'
        long newConnections = d.numberOfConnection + 1;
        long utilFactor = d.numberOfConnection * d.FACTOR;
        // Set up Web Service call to UC Manager
        WSIFDynamicPortFactory portFactory = new
        WSIFDynamicPortFactory(WSIFUtils.readWSDL(null, wsdlLocation), null, null);
        WSIFPort port = portFactory.getPort("SOAPPort");
        WSIFMessage input = port.createInputMessage();
        input.setPart("utilFactor", new WSIFJavaPart(String.class, utilFactor));
        WSIFMessage output = port.createOutputMessage();
        // Make 'setUtilizationFactor' service call
        port.executeRequestResponseOperation("setUtilizationFactor", input, output, null);
    }
}

Figure 2. Sample code fragment for a utilization aspect with web service call

4. Future Work
To facilitate platform-independent development, interoperability and utilization of our aspect-oriented Web service approach on diverse platforms, we are exploring an XML-based AOP tool that can directly manipulate Web services and support dynamic binding of service endpoints via runtime configuration. We will continue to enhance the design by implementing a set of standard and extensible monitoring and management operations in the context of Utility Computing. Also, we plan to apply the approach to a real case of Utility Computing scenario in a data center to validate its effectiveness.
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